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Conference.
UC10 | USB Speakerphone for Microsoft Lync® & Unified Communications.



Designed to work perfectly with Microsoft® Lync, the UC10 conference-use 
speakerphone is the latest unified communication device from Accutone®. 
Utilizing one of the market’s best digital audio processor for audio conference, 
the UC10 has excellent audio performance as well as elite echo-cancellation. 

Comes with a hook switch that works seamlessly with Lync, making or ending 
calls can be done entirely on the device. Digital volume control, speaker mute 
as well as microphone mute are also built to work natively and independently 
with the Lync system.

A true business necessity in for executives within office or on the go, the UC10 
is also a portable design, with USB cable compartment in the back of the 
device, which also acts as a desktop stand. 

UC10 also comes with LED-status-indication and external headphone jack. 
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UC10 - Features Overview
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Lync Compatible Design to work with Microsoft® Lync 

API-Free Hook Switch Dial and End calls under Lync without installing drivers

Acoustics Superb voice transmission and reception, full-duplex

Echo-Cancellation Smooth and clear communication without any echoes 

Portable Compact in size and winding cables, perfect for travellers

Native Controls Adjust audio settings under Lync system, independently

Headphones Jack External headphone jack for use in private conversations
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